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Abstract
~tost Baltic salmon originate in the Gulf of Bothnia and migrate to the more southerly Main Basin to
feed. As spawners they migrate northwards and enter the southerly part ofthe Gulf of Bothnia in
spring or early summer. Catch statistics and conventional tagging have given a g~od impression ofthe
large scale behaviour of salmon dunng this period, but detailed information on the behaviour of
individual fish is not available. We have started a project to study the spa....ning migration ofBaltic
salmon by means of a combination of conventional external tags and data storage tags. Salmon which
are tagged in coastal fisheries in the southemmost Gulf of Bothnia may migrate up to 850 km before
they enter their horne river. In the summer 1995 in total 165 salmon were tagged with durnmies or
"real" data storage tags. In addition 185 were conventionaily tagged. The recovery rate for data
storage tags were 47 % as compared to 13.5 % for Carlin tags. Tagged fish migrated northwards after
tagging and most ofthem kept speeds of25-45 kmIday from tagging to recovery. 11Ie data storage
tags registered temperature and depth. They indicated that most salmon moved at a few meters depth.
In spring there are marked temperature gradients in the Gulf of Bothnia with considerably higher
temperatures in the coastal, shallow areas than deeper, more central areas. First results from the data
storage tags indicate that the fish often avoid the more central areas and migrate along the coasts as
also partly indicated by earlier conventional tagging. In 1996 161 salmon \vere tagged by data storage
tags or dummies. A total of 550 salmon were also tagged by Carlin tags, approximately 400 ofthem
in Finland and the remainder in Sweden (Sub-divisions 29 and 30).
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Introduction
A majority of all Baltie salmon originate in rivers ,in the Gulf of Bothnia, but only a few remain in this
area for feeding. Instead almost all Baltie salmon migrate to the eentral and southern parts ofthe Main
Basin for feeding (Carlin 1969). Spa\\ners leave the southern Baltie in April-June (Thurow 1966) and
migrate towards their horne rivers in the Gulf of Bothnia. The spawners maintain a high speed while
swimming towards their rivers in the Gulf of Bothnia and many spawners seem to migrate more along
the eastem than the western coastline until coming elose to their home river region (Carlin 1969,
Karlsson and Karlström 1994).

~1any aspeets ofthe migration behaviour of salmon in the Gulf of Bothnia are \veU knO\\n due to
intensive fishery, large scale smolt tagging experiments and other exerimental studies (Karlsson and
Karlström 1994). Nevertheless there is a lack of knowledge of detailed behaviour of individual fish
throughout their migration in the Gulfof Bothnia. The newly developed data storage tag teehnique
ma1<e it possible to track individual fish in 10ng periods oftime (Sturlaugsson 1995). We set out to use
this technique to get a better knowledge ofthe detailed behaviour of individual fish. Ifthe number of
experimental fish is sufficient it will also be possible to get estimates ofpopulation features sueh as
migration timing and possible differenees in behaviour among wild and reared fish. Such features are
ofinterest for the eommercial exploitaiton of salmon in the intense fishery in this region. e
Temperature data from data storage are compared with SST:s from in situ measurements and satellite
recordings. The temperature strueture in the Gulf of Bothnia is dominated by large seale fronts aligned
to the coast and isobaths, and occur predominantly in areas of straight and uniformly sloping bottom
topography. The major frontal areas are along the eastern eoast ofthe Gulf (Kahru, Häkansson and
Rud 1995). In the spring there are marked temperature gradients in the area with considerably higher
temperatures in the coastal, shallow areas than deeper, more central areas. This may ma1<e it possible
to track salmon migration routes along isothermes ifthe data storage records keep in narrow limits.

In this paper we describe the first results from the first year of a three-year tagging project of spa\\ners
entering the Gulf of Bothnia. Both data storage tags and conventional tags (Carlin tags) are used in the
study.

Material and methods
Fish and tagging
The experiments described in this papertook place in 1995. Salmon spawners were trapped in coastal
trapnets at the sites shown in Fig. 1 in the period ofMay 30-September 18. The majority, 264 fish, •
were tagged before the end of June. All tagging places were selected to be far off from salmon rivers
and at an early part ofthe spawning migration. Both conventional tags, a dummy of data storage tags
(OST) and real data storage tags were used. Unimpaired fish were released from the trapnet and
tagged extemally below the dorsal fin using a 0.5 mm steel thread to attach the OST. Carlin tagswere
attached with a 0.3 mm thread. Salmon length was recorded and in many cases also the weight. A
scale sampie was taken to determine age and origin (wildJreared) according to the method of Antere
and Ikonen (1983). To minimize handling time fish were normally released immediately after
tagging. To increase recovery rates dummy tags and OST:s were labe1ed with a fluorescent red label
announcing a 300 SEC or 200 FM reward for the dummy and OST tags. In addition there were
information in newspapers about the projeet and 10eal and regional fisheries officers were informed of
the tagging.

Data storage tags
The data storage tags used in the experiments were manufactured by Star Oddi Hf, Iceland, and fitted
with temperature and pressure sensors. The tags were set to a 1 hour sampling interval \'v'hieh gave a
totallogging time of 990 hours. The cylindrical housing was 60· 18 rnm and the weight in water was
less than 1 gram. The dummy tags were similar in all respects exeept for having a slightly positive
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buo>:ancy. Thetemperature and pressure range was -2 to 18 oe and 0 to ~O m r~spectively. 111e
nommal accurncy for temperature \vas ±O.2 deg and for pressure ±O.5 m, A number of tags \\'ere testt:d
to study the effeet oftemperature on the pressure calibration, the time constant and hysteresis ofthe
sensors etc. The results are given in Appendix I.

Satellite data

Sea surf'1ce temiJerattire (SS1) data from NOAA AVHRR s'1tellite picttUes co\'ering the Baltic north
of 59° N were used to analyse the OST terriperattire time series. The best available scenes at'2-3 davs
intervals during the period June to September i995 i'ere obt:llned from Troins" Satellite Station i;
digital. format. Basically the reconstruction ofthe trajeetory ofthe fish c:lrrying DST:s was made by
comparlng the temperatures recorded at the fish while it was within 4 m from the surf'1ce during the
hours before and after a particular SST scene with the areas available \vithin this temperature interval,
This comparison was facilitated by an IDL (Research Systems Ltd) application th'1t could highlight
the temperanire range ofinterest on the computer screen. The probable location(s) ofthe fish "..'as then
deterrnined by combining the temperature infonriation and a simple dead reckoning ofthe distance
and time from the point of rele'ase to the capture site. Additional SST data was taken from analysed
quasi-synoptic temperature chartS ofthe Baltic that combines satellite data and ship observations and
are released twice weekly by the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute.

Results and discussion
Recoveries
The number oftagged and recovered salmon originating from nine different tagging sires is sho\m in.
Table 1. In total 350 fish were tagged and uritil now a total of 114 recoveries \vere recorded. The
recovery rate for dummy and data storage tags \vas 49.7 % while the recovery rate for Carlin tagged
fish was 17.3 %.The lower recovery rate ofCarlin tagged fish (p<O.OOI) may be attributed to at least
two different faetors. Firstly, two cifthe sites, A and B, dominate the tagging and almost all dummy
and OST tags were also used there. SecOIidly, the highly visible large OST having a high reward
stimulated people in n:porting tagged fish. Because ofthe probable multifactorial causes ofthe
difference between tagging categories, we haven't compared results from Carlin tagged arid OST
siImon '1t this stage.

Almost all fish migrated northwards after tagging and were recovered in a cmistal fishery, Fig 1. Eight
recoveries were made outside the Gulfof Bothnia, indicating that these fish were probably not
presp'1\\ners on their way to rivers in the Gulfof Bothnia. SalIDon ugged with dummy or OST:s
normally kept a swirnming speed of20-50 kmIday counted along the shortest distance from release to
recovery site, Fig. 2. The fish having sPeeds below 10 kmIday were normally recovered more than 50
days after mgging or at a short distance «100 km) from the tagging site. Because ofthe choice of'
tagging sites rar frorri rivers, most (67.5%) recovered salmon had migrated ai least 200 km, the
ma.ximum being 830 kni, Fig. 3. Most fish were recovered withiri 30 days, Fig. 4, and only 8.8% of
the salmon were recovered more thau 41 days after tagging indicatiIig th'1t the 41.25 day recording
time of OST:s was sufficient. At least three dummy recoveries after langer time intervals \....ere
reported as tags found at share 01' in wate1', showing the potential value ofthe positive buoyancy ofthe
tag. One ofthese tags \vas found '1t the river mouth ofthe northerly River Ume in May, possibly
indicating that the tagged salmon had ascended this river in the preceeding sUmmer and that the tag
had drifted do\"n after the salmen had died.

Scale reading indicated that a surprisingiy high proportion ofthe tagged fish was ofwild cirigin. Out
ofin tetal 236 sampled fish, 22 were undetermined, 125 ofreared origin and 89 (41.6%) were ofwild
origin. The age distribution \vas as folIows: A.l+,30.3%; A.2+57.l% and A.3+ 8.4%, Six river,
recoveries had their origin independently detennined from scale sampies taken at iagging. The origin
predicted from scale reading fitted in with the salmon population present in the river for four "reared"
fish as weH as for 1\vo "wild" salmon.



DST-data
The swimming depth, as seen from tbe OST time series, was in general elose to the surface. Fig. 5a
gives the frequeney distribution in 2 m intervals averaged for all inidv;duals and the whole tracks. It is
seen that tbe salmon spent almost 40 % ofthe time within the uppennost 2 m. There is some
individual variation to this, Fig. 5 band e give examples ofboth extreme preference for the surface
layer and individuals that spent more time at larger depth. The uncertainty about the offset and
absolute calibration ofthe pressure data makes it impossible to resolve the preferenees within the
upperrnost 2 m.

The diving activity ofthe salmon is indicated by maximum depth recordings down to typically 25 m,
for 1'.vo individuals do\'m to 35-40 m. The duration of a dive is usually brief so the instantaneous
samplings with 1 hour intervals don't allow any detailed analysis. The thennoeline in the Gulf of
Bothnia extends do~n to 20 to 30 m during tbe months June and July so this means that the vertical

. excursions ofthe salmon is through tbe therrnoeline and in some cases deeper. There was no diurnal
pattern in the mean depth preference. For some salmon, TI2, 1'20, 1'21, 1'29 there is a tendeney that
the deepest records are elustered around da~n rind dusk, but this is not a ver}- persistent pattern. Other
individuals, T40 and TII, showed their deepest dives during the middle ofthe day.

Three factors dominate the temperature records - the gradual heating ofthe surface layer, occasional
low temperatures connected to dives into the thennoeline rind short or medium scale variations due to
the movements through the surface thennal field. The latter variations are used for tbe reconstruction
ofthe individual tracks. By looking at the temperature and corresponding depth reeords over a limited
part ofthe time series avertical temperature profile for the position ofthe salmon eouId, in principle,
be eonstructed. This was tried with the hope that the transition past the Kvarken sill couId be detected.
In practice there is a large uncertainty due to tbe 3-4 min time lag ofthe OST however and this in
combination with only a few hydrographie depth proof.

The eomparison oftemperature data from OST:s and satellites (SS1) showed in some instances that
the salmon migration routes culd only be located in narrow areas, Fig. 6. This figure describes the
probable migration route of a fish tagged at site A (see Fig. 1) in the southern part of Gulf of Bothnia
on I une 2 and recovered in the northemmost part of the Gulf of Bothnia at Iune 22. It seems likely
that this salmon migrated cIosely along the eastem, Finnish coast at least until it carne elose to the
Kvarken area in the middle ofthe Gulf. After passing this area it once again seems as if it migrated
elosely along the eastem part ofthe Gulfin the northemmost part ofthe GuIf, but this is more •
doubtful because ofa lack of satellite data corroborating this route.

For one salmon (T40) there was aperiod ofthe recording imrnediately before the recovery where the
temperature record indicated a water temperature which was too high compared io the sateLlite SST
data for the area. This gave rise to the suspicion that there might be a solar heating of the tag, an effect
that was demonstrated in later experiments (Appendix I).

Concluding remarks
The analysis ofthe temperature and depth time series has not been veryexhaustive as tbe 1995
recoveries is the first part of a larger and more comprehensive data set that will be analysed in its
entirety later. The difficulty in interpreting the diving aetivity and reconstruetion of the vertical
temperature profile has been used in designing the 1996 tagging; this year the tags are programmed to
sampie in altemating 5 and 9 hours periods with 10 and 60 minutes intervals respectively.

In general the tracking ofthe spawning migration routes via SST data comparisons, suggested that
this method can be used to give approxirriate migration trails of fishes that migrate elose to the sea
surface over large distances. The lang series of OST recordings aver the salmon behaviour versus
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their environment have already given us new information. We think that this technique in combination
with results from conventional tagging ""m enable more precise mapping ofthe salmon spa\'.;ning
migration routes in the Gulf of Bothnia. This is of relevance both to the basic question of migration
and orientation of salmon as weH as to management of the fisheries and conservation of salmon of
different origin.
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Table 1. Number of tagged and recovered salmon originating horn different tagging
sites. see Fig. 1.

Place Tagged Recovery Tagged Recovery Tagged Recovery Tagged Recovery

Carlin Carlin Dummy Dummy DST DST Total Total

A 16 4 86 44 22 8 124 56

B 100 17 20 15 5 4 125 36

C 15 5 14 4 5 1 34 10

D 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

E 0 0 5 1 0 0 5 1

F 1 0 5 4 3 1 9 5

G 34 4 0 0 0 0 34 4

H 16 1 0 0 0 0 16 1

I 2 1 0 0 0 0 2 1 •Total 185 32 130 68 35 14 350 114
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Figure 5a. Oepth preferences as a mean for al1 OST-tagged salmon.

Figure 4. Number of days from tagging to recovery of salmon tagged with dummy or data storage

tags.
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Figure 6. Tracking ofthe migration route ofsalmon no. T14, from June 2 when it was iagged in the
southerly Gulf of Bothnia (+ bgging and release) to lune 22 \\'hen it was recovered in the
northemmost part ofthe Gulf(+ recovery). Possible locations are shown, based on areas where SST:s
from the DST and satellites were overlapping. Distribution ofthese areas are shown as shaded areas
on the daily gridlines for those days when high qualitative sateUite SST data were available. Mean
migration speed =33.0 kffi/day.
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APPENDIX I

Six StarOddi data storage tags ofthe kind used for the 1995 and 1996 taggings have been subjected to
various laboratory performance tests. Pressure calibrations were made in a small, brass pressure
chamber submerged in a thermostated bath. The pressure ,vas measured ,vith a "Druck Ltd" type 60 I
digital pressure indicator which ,vas calibrated to within ±O.005 bar absolute pressure. To convert the
absolute pressure reading to depth in meter the atmospheric pressure was subtracted from the reading
and the remainder was converted to m \Vater column using the standard value of g and the density of
fresh water at 4°C. Temperature was measured with ealibrated mercury thermometers with a 0.01 deg
resolution.

The temperature deviations for all tags and calibration points are shown in Fig Al. The observed
errors are somewhat higher than the nominal value, approximately ±OA deg. The linearity errors are
however less - usually better than 0.2 deg. Pressure had no effeet on the temperature ealibration. The
time constant ofthe tag was determined by rapidly transferring two tags between stirred water baths
of different temperature. The sampling period ofthe tags ,vas 1 minute. The recorded response is
sho\\n in Fig. A2. The Ife time constant was approXimately 4 minutes.

The housing ofthe tag is transparent and elose to the surface sunlight ean be absorbed by the cireuit
boards and heat up the temperature sensor. This effeet was tested by placing two tags in the same
stirred water basin and exposing them to the sun during a relatively cloudfree sky. The tags were
eovered by 1 cm of water and were shaded altematively one or the other during 30 minutes periods.
As seen in Fig. A3 the heating ofthe sun gave a false reading whith errors in excess of 1 deg. The test
was made in the end of August during the aftemoon and with a beginning eirrostratus cover, ,,,hieh
dulled the radiation from the sun, thus even larger errors could be expeeted in other conditions. This
effeet should be further investigated looking at the dependenee on the thickness ofthe water eolumn,

. the change with sun altitude etc.

The pressure calibrations were made at different temperatures and were spread in time over the whole
active recording time ofthe tags. The individual differenees between four tags tested at the same time
are shm..n in Fig. A4. The spread between the tags amounted to approximately 1 m and the ma'<imum
deviation is up to 2.5 m. There seemed to be an offset ofroughly 1 m which also ean be seen in
another tag whieh waS tested repetedly at different temperatures, Fig. A5. There was no measurable
differenee in the ealibration slope with temperature. The possible effeet on the offset can as weU be
attributed to that the ealibration runs were made at different times and that the battery voltage has
changed. The hysteresis ofthe pressure sensor was insignificant - at most 0.2 m.

\
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